
Navigating NCATHearings: A Guide for Building
Disputes

Navigating construction law disputes can be daunting. This guide provides valuable
information on NCAT hearings, legal representation, self-representation, warranties, and
building disputes in NSW. Our law firm offers a free 15-min consultation to assess your
situation. Explore the key aspects of NCAT hearings for success.

Understanding NCATHearings

Navigating the NCAT hearings process can be challenging, but a clear understanding of
the different types of hearings and their purposes will help you better prepare for your
case. In general, there are three primary types of NCAT hearings: Group List Hearings, Final
Hearing or Special Fixture Hearings, and Directions Hearings. There are other types of
hearings including for summons and motions which we discuss in other articles.

A. Group List Hearings

The majority of NCAT Consumer and Commercial Division matters are initially listed for a
group list hearing, where multiple cases are scheduled together before a Tribunal Member.
During this first hearing, both parties are encouraged to resolve their dispute through
conciliation. If conciliation is successful, the Tribunal Member will make consent orders. If
conciliation is unsuccessful or only one party appears, the matter proceeds to a hearing.
At this stage, the Tribunal will make orders for a timetable, allowing parties to exchange
documents they intend to rely on during the proceedings. It's essential to be prepared to
request orders that accommodate your timetable and ensure you have enough time to
prepare your documents.

B. Final Hearing or Special Fixture Hearings

A final hearing, or special fixture hearing, is when parties present their cases and
cross-examine witnesses. These hearings are set for a specific length of time, during
which the issues in dispute will be finally determined, and a decision made. Depending on
the complexity of the issues, final hearings can last from a few hours to several days.
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C. Directions Hearings

Directions hearings are used to direct the parties to complete certain tasks in preparation
for the hearing. These hearings are employed in matters where there may be a need to
establish jurisdiction or make directions for the exchange of evidence. If parties face
difficulty complying with the Tribunal's orders, they should list the matter for directions so
that the Tribunal can make appropriate orders to accommodate the situation.

The Role of Tribunal Members

Tribunal Members play a crucial role in the NCAT process, as they are the decision-makers
who hear and decide cases based on the law and evidence presented. To better
understand the Tribunal Members' responsibilities and the different levels of members, it's
essential to delve deeper into their roles within the Tribunal.

A. Definition and Responsibilities

Tribunal Members are responsible for conducting hearings, listening to both parties'
arguments, examining the evidence, and making decisions based on the law and the facts
of the case. They ensure that the proceedings are fair and that all parties have an
opportunity to present their case. Tribunal Members are expected to be impartial and
unbiased, basing their decisions solely on the evidence and legal principles applicable to
the case.

The “Judge” in the NCAT is referred to as “Member”.

B. Different Levels of Members

Within NCAT, there are different levels of Tribunal Members, each with specific
responsibilities and areas of expertise. The hierarchy of Tribunal Members includes:

1. Senior Members - Senior Members have significant experience and expertise in
their respective fields, such as law, construction, or consumer matters. They handle
more complex cases and may also provide guidance and support to other Tribunal
Members.
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2. General Members - General Members are experts in their field and often have
extensive professional experience relevant to the cases they hear. They handle a
wide range of cases within the Tribunal's jurisdiction.

3. Sessional Members - Sessional Members are appointed on a part-time basis and
usually have specialised knowledge or experience in a specific area of law or
industry. They are called upon to hear cases when their expertise is required.

Preparing Evidence for Hearings

Presenting strong and relevant evidence is crucial to achieving a successful outcome in an
NCAT hearing. Gathering and organising the appropriate documentation and evidence can
be time-consuming, but it's an essential step in the process. Here, we discuss the types of
evidence required and the importance of thorough preparation.

A. Types of Evidence

1. Evidence in Chief - This is the primary evidence presented by a party in support of
their case. It typically includes written statements, affidavits, or statutory
declarations from the party and their witnesses.

Other types of evidence - In addition to the evidence in chief, you may need to provide
various other forms of evidence, such as:

• Construction contract agreements and expert reports
• Written proof of costs incurred to complete works
• Invoices or demands for payment
• Receipts, quotes, reports, and payment records
• Warranties related to goods or services
• Correspondence between parties (emails, letters, text messages)
• Transcripts or recollections of verbal conversations
• Photographs showing the condition and state of repair
• Witness statements, statutory declarations, or affidavits
• Enforcement actions from fair trading
• Certificates of insurance (home building)

2. Copies of strata or community plans, meeting minutes, resolutions, registered
by-laws, or notices
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B. Importance of Preparation

Properly preparing your evidence is critical to the success of your case. You should:

• Organise your documents in a logical order, making it easy for the Tribunal Member to
understand your case.
• Be prepared to answer any questions the Tribunal Member may have about your
evidence.
• Ensure you comply with any orders made by the Tribunal regarding the exchange or
submission of evidence.

• Familiarise yourself with your evidence, so you can confidently present it during the
hearing.

Taking the time to prepare and present your evidence effectively is crucial for a successful
outcome in your NCAT hearing. Remember that the quality and relevance of your evidence
can significantly impact the Tribunal Member's decision in your case.

Dress Code for NCATHearings

While NCAT hearings may not be as formal as court proceedings, it's essential to dress
appropriately and present yourself professionally during the hearing. Your appearance can
create a positive impression on the Tribunal Member and demonstrate your respect for the
process. Here are some guidelines for dressing and conducting yourself during an NCAT
hearing.

A. Dressing Appropriately

Dress as formally as possible when attending the tribunal. It's recommended to wear
clean, conservative, and professional attire. For men, a suit or dress pants with a
button-down shirt and tie is suitable. For women, a suit, dress, or blouse with dress pants
or a skirt is appropriate. Avoid wearing casual clothing, such as jeans, t-shirts, or sneakers.

B. Conduct During the Hearing

Beyond dressing appropriately, it's crucial to maintain a professional and respectful
demeanour throughout the hearing. Here are some helpful tips:



• Arrive early – If you're late, the hearing may be held in your absence.
• Be polite and respectful – Avoid making personal comments about the other party or the
Tribunal Member, no matter how strongly you feel.
• Be concise – Only discuss facts relevant to your case.
• Listen carefully – Pay attention to the Tribunal Member and the other party, and try not to
interrupt.
• Tell the truth – If you're giving evidence, you may be asked to take an oath or affirmation.
• Bring a friend or relative for moral support.
• Bring a pen and paper for note-taking.

• If you don't understand something or are unsure, ask for clarification or a simple
explanation.

Whilst the Members will appreciate the stress and challenges that you are facing, you need
to do everything you can to help yourself so that the Member can assist you getting Just,
Quick and Cheap resolution to the real issue in the proceedings.

Dressing appropriately and maintaining a respectful demeanour during an NCAT hearing
can positively impact your case and demonstrate your commitment to resolving the
dispute. Always kind, respectful and articulate.

Legal Representation in NCAT

Although many parties choose to represent themselves in NCAT hearings, there are
situations where obtaining legal representation may be beneficial. This section discusses
the circumstances in which the Tribunal may permit a party to be represented by an
Australian legal practitioner and the advantages of having legal representation.

A. Circumstances for Legal Representation

The Tribunal may permit a party to be represented by an Australian legal practitioner in the
following situations:

1. The proceedings involve a claim or dispute for more than $30,000.
2. Another party in the proceedings is, or will be, represented by an Australian legal

practitioner.
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3. The application is for a penalty to be imposed under the Strata Schemes
Management Act 2015 or the Community Land Management Act 1989.

4. Another party in the proceedings is a government agency.
5. The Tribunal believes the party would be at a disadvantage if not represented at the

hearing.
6. The Tribunal thinks representation should be permitted due to the likelihood of

complex legal or factual issues arising in the proceedings.

B. Advantages of Legal Representation

Having a legal representative in an NCAT hearing can offer several benefits:

1. Expertise: A legal practitioner has the knowledge and experience to navigate the
complexities of the law, present your case effectively, and ensure you comply with
procedural rules.

2. Preparation: A lawyer can help gather and organise the necessary evidence, draft
submissions, and prepare you for giving evidence or answering questions during
the hearing.

3. Negotiation: Legal practitioners are skilled negotiators and can assist in reaching a
resolution through conciliation or mediation before the hearing.

4. Peace of Mind: Having a legal representative by your side can reduce stress and
provide confidence in navigating the process.

C. Free Consultations

Our boutique construction law firm offers a free 15-minute consultation to discuss your
home building dispute and determine if legal representation is the right choice for you.
Don't hesitate to reach out and explore your options when facing an NCAT hearing.

In conclusion, while self-representation is possible in NCAT hearings, legal representation
can provide valuable guidance, expertise, and peace of mind. Consider the circumstances
of your case and the potential benefits of having a legal practitioner on your side to help
you navigate the NCAT process.
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Self-Representation in NCAT

Although many individuals choose to have legal representation during NCAT hearings,
self-representation is also an option. In this section, we discuss the steps to effectively
represent yourself in an NCAT hearing and the considerations to keep in mind throughout
the process.

A. Steps for Self-Representation

1. Understand the process: Familiarise yourself with the NCAT hearing procedures and
rules. Ensure you know the requirements, deadlines, and steps involved in
presenting your case.

2. Gather evidence: Collect and organise all relevant documents and evidence that
support your case. Ensure you have copies to submit to the Tribunal and share with
the other party, if required.

3. Prepare your case: Develop a clear and concise summary of your case, focusing on
the key issues and facts. This will help you present your case effectively during the
hearing.

4. Practise your presentation: Rehearse your arguments and practice answering
potential questions the Tribunal Member or the other party may ask.

5. Attend the hearing: Arrive early, dress professionally, and conduct yourself
respectfully throughout the hearing. Be prepared to present your case and respond
to any questions or challenges.

B. Considerations for Self-Representation

1. Time commitment: Be aware that self-representation can be time-consuming. You
will need to dedicate time to researching the law, preparing your case, and attending
the hearing.

2. Emotional stress: Representing yourself can be emotionally challenging, especially
if the dispute involves personal or sensitive issues. Ensure you have a support
network to help you cope with the stress.

3. Knowledge gaps: Without a legal background, you may find it challenging to
understand complex legal concepts and effectively argue your case. Be prepared to
research and seek advice where necessary.



4. Negotiation skills: You may need to negotiate with the other party during the
conciliation process. Develop your negotiation skills to increase the chances of
reaching a resolution.

5. Potential disadvantages: Be aware that the other party may have legal
representation, which could put you at a disadvantage during the hearing. Consider
the potential risks and benefits of self-representation in your specific situation.

Self-representation in NCAT hearings can be a viable option for individuals who are willing
to invest the time and effort to prepare their case. However, it's essential to understand the
challenges and considerations involved in self-representation and weigh the potential
advantages and disadvantages before making your decision.

Understanding BuildersWarranty and Building Disputes in NSW

Builder warranties and building disputes in NSW are crucial aspects of construction law
that homeowners and builders should be aware of. This section provides an overview of
builders' warranty in NSW and the process for resolving building disputes through NCAT.

A. Builders Warranty in NSW

A builders warranty, also known as home building compensation (HBC), is an insurance
policy that provides coverage for homeowners in case a builder fails to complete the
contracted residential building work or rectify any defects due to insolvency, death, or
disappearance. In NSW, builders are required to obtain HBC insurance for projects
exceeding $20,000, including the construction of new homes, renovations, and certain
types of repairs.

Key aspects of builders warranty in NSW include:

1. Coverage: The warranty covers homeowners for up to six years for major defects
and two years for other losses, starting from the date the work was completed or
when the contract was terminated.

2. Claims: Homeowners can make a claim if the builder fails to complete the work or
rectify defects within the specified timeframes.

3. Limitations: The maximum amount payable under the warranty is the contract price
or the reasonable cost to complete the work or rectify defects, subject to the policy
limits.
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B. Building Disputes in NSW

Building disputes in NSW can arise due to various reasons, such as disagreements over
the scope of work, the quality of workmanship, payment issues, or defects. When a dispute
arises, the parties can attempt to resolve the issue through negotiation, mediation, or other
alternative dispute resolution methods.

If the parties cannot resolve the dispute amicably, they may apply to NCAT to resolve the
issue. The tribunal can make determinations on matters such as:

1. Breaches of the contract by the builder or homeowner
2. Rectification of defective work
3. Payment disputes
4. Completion of contracted work

To initiate the NCAT process, the aggrieved party must file an application with the tribunal,
providing details of the dispute and the desired outcome. The parties will then participate
in the NCAT hearing process, as outlined in earlier sections of this article.

NCAT Jurisdiction and Application Process

Understanding the jurisdiction and application process of NCAT is crucial when dealing
with building disputes in NSW. This section will provide an overview of the jurisdictional
boundaries of NCAT in relation to building claims, as well as the process for lodging an
application with the tribunal.

A. NCAT Jurisdiction for Building Claims

NCAT has jurisdiction to hear building claims made under the Home Building Act, the
Australian Consumer Law, and the Design and Building Practitioners Act. However, there
are certain limitations to NCAT's jurisdiction, as outlined in Section 48K of the Home
Building Act:

1. Time Limits: NCAT does not have jurisdiction over building claims lodged more than
three years after the specified date for the supply of goods or services under the
contract, or more than ten years after the completion of the residential building
work the claim is based on.
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2. Statutory Warranty: The tribunal lacks jurisdiction over building claims arising from
breaches of statutory warranties implied under Part 2C if the claim is lodged after
the end of the period within which proceedings for a breach of the statutory
warranty must be commenced, as provided by Section 18E.

3. Contracts Involving Land Sales: The fact that a building claim arises from a contract
that also involves the sale of land does not prevent the Tribunal from hearing the
claim.

B. NCAT Application Process

To initiate the NCAT process for resolving a building dispute, the aggrieved party must
follow these steps:

1. Complete the Application: Fill out the NCAT application form, providing details of
the dispute, the parties involved, and the desired outcome. The form can be found
on the NCAT website.

2. Lodge the Application: Submit the completed application form, along with any
supporting documents and the required application fee, to NCAT either in person, by
post, or online.

3. Serve the Application: Ensure that the other party is notified of the application by
serving them with a copy of the application and any accompanying documents.
This must be done within a specified timeframe, as per NCAT's procedural rules.

4. Attend the Hearing: Once the application is lodged, NCAT will schedule a hearing
date. Both parties must attend the hearing to present their case and evidence. The
hearing process, including conciliation, directions hearings, and final hearings, has
been outlined in earlier sections of this article.

In conclusion, understanding NCAT's jurisdiction and application process is essential for
parties involved in building disputes in NSW. By being informed of the tribunal's
jurisdictional boundaries and the steps required to lodge an application, you can better
navigate the dispute resolution process and seek a fair and efficient outcome.

If you're facing a home building dispute, don't hesitate to reach out to our team of
specialist construction lawyers in Sydney. With over a decade of experience advising and
representing owners, builders, developers, and contractors in all aspects of building
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disputes and contracts, we have the expertise and dedication to help you navigate the
complexities of your case.

Take advantage of our free 15-minute consultation to discuss your unique situation and
explore the best course of action. Contact us today and let our experienced team guide
you towards a successful resolution of your building dispute.

https://www.contractsspecialist.com.au/contact-construction-law-firm-sydney/

